Abstract: Land Surface Temperature (LST) is a basic parameter in energy exchange between the land and atmosphere and is frequently used in many sciences such as climatology, hydrology, agriculture, ecology, etc. LST time series data have usually deficient, missing and unacceptable data caused by the presence of clouds in images, presence of dust in atmosphere and sensor failure. In this study, Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) algorithm was used to resolve the problem of missing and outlier data caused by cloud cover. The region studied in the present research included an image frame of MODIS with horizontal number 22 and vertical number 05 (h22v05). This image involved a large part of Iran and Turkmenistan and Caspian Sea. In this study, MODIS LST sensor (MOD11A1) was used during 2015 with 1×1 Km spatial resolution and day/night LST data (daily temporal resolution). The results of the data quality showed that cloud cover caused 36.37% of missing data in the studied time series with 730 day/night LST images. Further, the results of SSA algorithm in reconstruction of LST images indicated the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 2.95 K between the original and reconstructed data in LST time series in the study region. In general, the findings showed that SSA algorithm using spatio-temporal interpolation in LST time series can be effectively used to resolve the problem of missing data caused by cloud cover.
3 of 19 presumption, SSA makes use of Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) and analysis of major components in temporal domain to extract data from short and noisy time series, without primary knowledge about dynamic processes that affect time series [27] . SSA is an advanced method for analysis of time series that makes use of multivariate principles of statistics and geometry, linear algebra and signal processing [28] . SSA analyses the time series to simpler and interpretable components such as trends, periodic and semi-periodic fluctuations and noises [29] . Thus, several significant components achieve maximum variance and noises achieve minimum variance in observations of a time series.
SSA has been used as a standard tool in analysis of climatic time series, meteorology and geophysics [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In a research, the hourly LST time series data were reconstructed by SSA and M-SSA. The results showed a mean absolute error of 2.25° K in an hourly time series with 63% missing data caused by cloud cover [1] . In another study, SSA algorithm was used to reconstruct the missing data in Leaf Area Index (LAI) of MODIS data. The findings indicated M-SSA effectively reconstructed this index using spatio-temporal correlation [35] . Moreover, another study showed that SSA could be effective in analysis of hydrologic time series, including reconstruction of time series, extraction of trends, fluctuations and prediction [36] .
The current study was aimed to assess the performance of SSA and M-SSA algorithms in removing the clouds and outliers in daily MODIS LST time series. In most applied studies, satellite imageries of LST covered by cloud, has been a limitation in choosing the images. Therefore, the results of this study can be used in most applied studies using LST images according to the pure data generated by SSA algorithm.
Data and Methods

Data
The study region in this research included an image frame in MODIS sensor with horizontal number 22 and vertical number 5 (h22v5) in MODIS sinusoidal tiling system. This image involved a large part of Iran and Turkmenistan and Caspian Sea. 
Satellite images and time series studies
In this study, MODIS LST product (MODIS11A1) was used during 2015. This product has a spatial resolution of one kilometer as well as daily temporal resolution and contains day/night LST data. MODIS LST products are obtained from two thermal infrared bands of channels 31 (wavelength range of 10.78-11.28 µm) and 32 (wavelength range of 11.77-12.27 µm) using split-window algorithm The whole work flow of SSA gap-filling and smoothing algorithm is illustrated as follows based on [1,38]:
Step1: A single scalar time series x(t); t =1, 2, 3, … , n is embedded into a multidimensional trajectory matrix of lagged vectors
Where n'= n-m+1 and each lagged vector is defined as:
This trajectory matrix contains the complete record of patterns presented within a window of size m.
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results [39] , since the structure of time series will be captured repeatedly [40] . The final form of the trajectory matrix X is a rectangular matrix of the form:
Step2: The next step is decomposition of trajectory matrix X of size m×n' using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method which yields: 
The matrices XIn' have the form of a Hankel matrix in an ideal case and consequently fit the trajectory matrices.
Step 4: Since the ideal case described in step 3 is not usually the case, the XIn' matrices should be transformed into the form of a Hankel matrix to fit the trajectory matrices. This step is known as diagonal averaging. In this sense, the original matrix can be reconstructed as the sum of these matrices. 
Where for each p, the series xtn' is the result of the diagonal averaging of the matrix XIn'.
The SSA workflow for gap filling procedure consists of several steps which are explained as follows: This process repeats for the selected number of EOFs, each time keeping the previous ones as fixed.
To find the optimal value for the window width and the number of dominant SSA modes to fill the gaps, cross-validation is applied. It means that a portion of the available data (selected as random) is flagged as missing, and the RMSE error from the reconstruction is computed to find the best value for the window size and number of EOFs. The SSA technique can be generalized to be used for multivariate time series and gap-filling of missing values in those time series [41] .
In this research, the spatio-temporal dispersion of the missing data in time series is shown. The spatial dispersion is the same missing data caused by cloud cover in each time series image, and temporal distribution is the missing data along 730 images over time. To display the spatial dispersion of the missing data, the image statistics in ENVI 4.8 software were used. Also, to show the temporal distribution of the missing data, the missing data caused by cloud cover along each pixel of this time series were counted and then divided by the total number of data over time. Hence, the map of missing data in this time series was prepared.
SSA-MTM software was sued to reconstruct the LST time series with 730 images during 2015.
This software is accessible via http://research.atmos.ucla.edu/tcd//ssa/form.html for free. To reconstruct the time series in SSA software, it is necessary to determine the number of significant components and window size. To determine these parameters, first, a single time series without missing data was selected as a representative of the whole time series. Then, the effects of window size and number of components in reconstruction of this time series were assessed by SSA. Next, the significant components were determined by different tests in SSA software such as Monte Carlo test.
This will be explained in details in the results section. Having determined the window size and significant components, the time series of all images were reconstructed by M-SSA using these results. It should be pointed out that due to the lengthy discussion of SSA software tests such as
Monte Carlo test as well as testing the null hypothesis of EOFs and theoretical discussion on the trends and periods, more information can be found in the study of Ghafarian Malamiri (2015) [16] .
To evaluate the M-SSA performance in reconstructing the images of this time series, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was sued. RMSE is obtained from equation 7. In this equation, xi and yi represent original and reconstructed data, respectively. To calculate RMSE, first the cloud data, the data with zero value, were removed. Then, RMSE was computed between the true data and reconstructed data by SSA algorithm along each pixel of this time series and displayed as an RMSE map.
Results
Spatio-temporal distribution of the missing data
To analyze the performance of SSA algorithm in reconstructing LST images, the distribution style and amount of missing data in LST time series were calculated temporally and spatially. For a better display, the time series with 730 images were depicted in LST time series during the day and night. The percentages of missing data in each LST time series image (spatial dispersion) are shown during the day and at night in figures 3 and 4. In horizontal axis (figure 3), number one is related to early January 2015. Based on figures 3 and 4, the amount of missing data is higher at the start and end of time series. The start and end of times series, depending on the winter and fall seasons, have the highest rate of missing data, which is possibly due to higher cloudiness in these seasons. 1  13  25  37  49  61  73  85  97  109  121  133  145  157  169  181  193  205  217  229  241  253  265  277  289  301  313  325  337  349  361 Missing data (%)
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Number of day in time series the R2 value between the original data and reconstructed data was reduced. Using small window sizes to reconstruct a time series with long-distance missing data has no favorable results, and using large window sizes not only reduces the accuracy of reconstruction but also increases the time of processing. Thus, in the present study window size of 60 was used to process the time series. In the following, the accurate determination of the number of significant components and window sizes by SSA algorithm are fully described. 
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Data-basis and null-hypothesis-basis Monte Carlo test results
The results of data and null-hypothesis EOF-s for pure red noise hypothesis are shown in Figure   9 . The graphs show the power in the data eigenvalues and surrogates data bars vs. the frequency associated to EOFs. Obtaining a single frequency for each EOF is not straightforward due to the fact that the EOFs resulting from SSA for an intrinsically periodic time series are not purely sinusoid unless they are composed of completely purely periodic components (e.g. synthetic periodic time series). To do so, Allen and Smith (1996) associated a frequency to each EOFs by maximizing the Rsquared (R2) with a pure sinusoid for better visualization. The top graph of Figure 9 shows the result of the data-based Monte Carlo test. (Fig. 10, bottom) . Component 3 is only part of a periodic signal with 166 images, which is shown as a trend in window size of 60 images (Fig. 10, up) . components can be differentiated in this time series. Therefore, three components, including 1, 2 and 3 were used to reconstruct the whole time series in window size 60 in M-SSA.
Assessment of results
Fig
. 11 displays the RMSE map between the original data and reconstructed data by SSA along annual LST time series with 730 images. As shown in Fig. 11 (left) , the minimum RMSE is observed on the Caspian Sea. At other points, the RMSE is variable from 2 to 4 kelvin (K). Fig. 11 (right) shows the histogram of RMSE map of LST. Overall, the mean RMSE of the reconstructed LST by SSA algorithm in the studied time series with 730 images is 2.95 K. 1  24  47  70  93  116  139  162  185  208  231  254  277  300  323  346  369  392  415  438  461  484  507  530  553  576  599  622  645  668  691 Malamiri and Zare Khormizie (2017) showed that reconstruction error in annual LST time series during the day from MODIS sensor in this study region was 3.87 °K on average [43] . Therefore, the reconstruction accuracy is higher in SSA algorithm than HANTS algorithm. This is because only temporal interpolation is used in HANTS algorithm; whereas, spatio-temporal interpolation is used in SSA algorithm in M-SSA to reconstruct the time series. Since the daily MODIS LST time series includes LST during the day and night, this time series can be processed in two different ways to reconstruct the effects of cloud cover. First, LST images during the day and at night can be reconstructed into two separate time series. Second, LST images can be put together as a day/night sequence and be reconstructed as a time series. In this study, the second method was applied. When daily MODIS LST time series is used in day/night sequence, a significant component (component 1 which indicates the day/night sequence) is created. When this component is used to reconstruct the time series, the accuracy will increase dramatically because the daily missing data caused by cloud cover at certain points may be present during the night and vice versa.
Three significant components were identified in daily MODIS LST time series with day/night sequence. The first component was the same day and night temperature changes, the second   260   270   280   290   300   310   320   150  154  158  162  166  170  174  178  182  186  190  194  198  202  206  210  214  218  222  226  230  234  238  242  246  250 component was annual temperature changes and the third component was seasonal temperature changes. The number of significant components (periods or trends) varies in different time series.
Reconstructing the hourly LST time series, Ghafarian Malamiri (2015) reported three significant periodic components 24, 12 and 8 hours were differentiated in the window size of 72 hours [16] .
According to the findings, SSA algorithm can effectively resolve the missing data problem in MODIS LST time series. In a research using SSA and M-SSA algorithms, Ghafarian et al. (2012) reconstructed the time series of hourly LST data and showed an absolute mean error of 2.25 °K in an hourly time series with 63% missing data caused by cloud cover [1]. Another study indicated that M-SSA using spatio-temporal correlation effectively reconstructed the MODIS LAI [35] . In general, the results showed that SSA algorithm could be effectively used to resolve the missing data problem caused by cloud cover in daily MODIS LST time series.
